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ATTITUDES
From all indications we shall
have to. have the "International
Attitude" in mind when the war
la over. That is if we win it, for
we don't, our" attitude may not
such great importance. The
Madrigal Club Annual
ping of concept is said to
sign of advancing civilizaBanquet and Initiation
. this is so, the "In ternary of looking at things
The Madrigal Club of Eastern
be the zenith of cultural
had its annual formal banquet
unless it were found that
and Initiation Monday night at
.were inhabitants on the
six o'clock In the Student Union
bodies. In that instance
building. The program consisted
would eventually have to deof the presentation of pins to the
velop a "Universal Attitude."
by the older members,
Second Phase of Play Neophytes
Man remained an animal as long
the oath of membership and inas he regarded the world in terms
itiation. Following the program,
in Net Sport Under
of himself. His first great step
the old and new members were
forward was made when he got
Way With Ten Teams entertained
with a banquet in the
to the point where he thought his
Blue room. Helen Colvln presided
Taking
Part
family of more Importance than
-♦
over the affair.
himself. This led to an era of
W.
F.
O'Donnell,
President,
conflict between family groups.
Finally after several such steps, GRAHAM DIRECTS
Eastern Ky. State Teachers College
organized governments materialized, but there are several stages
of thinking even in these types of
Richmond, Ky.
Mr. Elmer Graham, the tourna[
government. Taking the United
\<
ment
director,
has
planned
three
States as a localized example it
War Department desires you be informed colis possible to discern the various phases for the intramural prolege students in the Enlisted Reserve Corps will be
stages in Its citizens concepts. gram. The first phase was won
Next to ourselves we want our Oy the Caissons, after the four
called to active duty at the end of the first semester,
families, friends to dominate and leaders in the round robin play
term
or quarter terminating after December 31,1942,
then in the order of importance:
Little Theatre Club
our town, county, state, nation had participated in an elimination
except
as follows: All medical and premedical stucontinent, hemisphere, and lastly, tournament. The second phase,
Chooses Players for
* ldingL t0 *■ telegram recelv d
dents,
including dental and veterinary; approved ™H
the world.
which has Just been inaugurated,
e by the college and posted
"Spring Dance" After engineering course students who are classified as u» the Student Union building, the
With the advent of such fea- will be of tne round robin variety
tures as Capitalism, Liberalism, and wul be followed by the thira
Army plans to call Into active
Series of Try-Outs
sophomores, juniors or seniors; advanced course duty
Church Reformation, and increasall its Reservists within two
phase
which
is
to
be
an
eliminaed communication facilities, to
weeks after March 20, the cloaROTC
senior
unit
students;
students
in
the
electronic
mention a few, came Nationalism, tion tournament with all teams
uig date of the present quarter
DATE NOT FIXED
training group, and Aviation Cadets enlisted on defer- There are approximately a huneither as a cause or a result ol participating.
them. With Nationalism came a
dred men attending Eastern who
The second part of the tourney
red status under joint Army-Navy plan. Detailed are
concept, the "National" concept. was
enrolled in the Army Enlisted
started
tins
week.
Ten
teams
After a week of open try-outs instructions follow.
Reserve Corps.
For a while it worked to the ad- all mucn stnpnger than last time,
the
Little
Theater
Club
announcvantage of those groups who made nave entered tne play. The chamUnder the plan announced someuse of it, but now it is impossible pion Caissons won their first ed the cast for its forthcoming
time ago, men in the enlisted re(Signed)
Wallace,
Commanding
General,
production,
"Spring
Dance."
to restrict the foreward progress
serve will be given preliminary
but tne runnera-up OutThe leading role, that of Alex,
of civilization by the imposition game
training over a period of 43 weeks,
casts
lost
to
the
favorea
DynaFifth
Service
Command.
of such man-made thought bor- mos. Tne Dynamos, paced by a college girl who firmly believes
after which many of thenf will be
ders. Whether we wish to admit iXicholson anu Dorna, look like that she cannot "land" the man
permitted to return to college for
It or not, it was several countries the team to beat. The Richmond she loves because she imagines
further technical training. Enliving In an "International" world rteguiars, the r-oker House, and she looks like "a horse with a fly
isted reservists will not necessarand thinking in "National" terms tne *-lying Tigers were also first on its nose," will be played bv
ily be sent back to the colleges
that got us into the present war. game winners. All- games have Evelyn Coffman.
from which they came. It seems
Sam Thatcher; Alex's ideal, will
It is quite evident that several oeen played with even keener enprobable that they will be assignbe portrayed by Don Grollig.
other countries thinking on the
ed to the particular coUege doina
Thatcher wants to go to Russia
same level will not be able to thusiasm than those before.
the type of training which the
Some
teams
have
been
strengthwith a character known as The
eliminate permanently that same
Army needs. It is said that sevened,
others
weakened
during
the
Lippincot and consequently, does
type of aggression.
eral hundred colleges will be used
The not want to become involved, roAll
Students
Desiring
There will be many people here oetween-intramurals lull.
in the program and that they will
in the United States that will bit- outcasts have temporarily lost mantically speaking.
train as many as 2,000 men. Since
Check-up of Physical Eastern
Dan Daugherty has the role of
terly oppose the adopting of such riasnic Dut they have gaineu Shelhas a unit of field artilSenior Women
a concept. Those who advocate it aon. Joe Sipners ana McConnell chief obstacle for Alex, that of
lery, it is the hope of the college
Condition
Are
Urged
to
will be censored and this censoring will help Memorial Hall and Dor- The Lippincot, sometimes known
officials here that eventually a
Plan Vice-Vejjsa
may prolong but never eliminate <ut ana Martin, freshmen of the as The Lip. However, in Alex's
unit of the field artillery may be
Take
Advantage
the inevitable. It has been said varsity, will aid their respective corner and ready to help with
assigned for training here.
For
Walnut
Hall
teams.
Eaatern
hook
and
crook
is
Kate
McKim,
that there have been about thirty
. a,onS with nearly all
t.
in private life known as Iva Marbillion people to inhabit the earth
the
colleges
in the nation, has ofSAMUELS CONDUCTS fered its surplus
garet Boberg.
since the evolution of man. Of
facilities to the
It was decided at a recent meetOther members of the cast will ing of the senior women that the
this vast, almost unmeaning, numWar Department for use In the
be Roy Gilligan. Harry Lucas, Al- group would sponsor a vice-versa
ber, only five thousand have been
training program; but so far as is
The Physical Fitness Index, known
len White, Elsie Morcom, Helen dance the weekend of St. Valenimmortalized in the pages of Hishere, the War Department
which
is
a
measure
of
one's
physi
Osborne, Ray Goodlett, Anne Heff- tine's Day. For the pas three years
tory as men who should be rehas not acted upon any of these
cal
condition,
will
be
given
to
evner, Martha Long, and Ida Mae each succeding group of senior
membered for doing the rest of
ery Eastern student who would offers. Preliminary surveys have
Ellis ton.
mankind some lasting good.
women sponsored one such dance care to know the condition of his been made of the facilities here
"Spring Dance" will be the so that the "Sweetheart's Ball"
These men, almost without exbody. Mr. Tom Samuels has all and students have seen Army ofception, were men who had the
Georgetown and Berea first play produced by the organ- has
become an accepted custom. the equipment necessary for the ficials moving about the campus,
ization since last spring when
"International Attitude" toward
will be held In Wal- test in the west end of the Weaver but we are assured that that does
to-Open Meet; Eastern "Stage Door" was given. A date nutTheHalldance
the rest of the world.
and
be formal. Dec- Health building and carefully not mean that a decision regardhas not yet been set for the ac- orations have will
It is to be expected that educanot
been defi- supervises the index of each stu- ing the use of Eastern's plant is
Paces
Transy;
Murray
tual production but it will be pre- nitely planned but ityet
tion will play an Important part
Imminent. Whether Eastern has
is
most
prob- dent.
before the end of the quar- able that they will be built around
in the world to come. There can
one or two Army programs or
Gets Centre, Morehead sented
The test reveals a fair index of whether it has none, the present
ter.
never be peace In a world where
a
St.
Valentine's
motif.
one's advanced strength according
Tackles Wesleyan
there are children being "eduIt is to be assumed that every- to sex, weight and age at the time program will go on.
cated for death," while others are
Four
Teams
to
one knows what a vice-versa dance of testing. The average individual
being "educated for life." I don't
is, but In case someone should not: under 21 years old will have a P. Capt. Richards Heads
The drawings for the K.I.A.C.
think that I am going too far
Play
in
Sectional
A vice-versa Is a dance, usually F. I. of about 100.
when I predict that there will Tournament, to be held in the gym
sponsored by the women of the
Individuals with indices above Academic Department
have to be a world-wide similarity of Eastern State Teachers College Tournament Here
college In which the usual pro- 100 will have greater physical and
In education. That is a similarity on February 25, 26, 27, show that
cedure is reversed. The gjrls make mental efficiency as well as
Captain R. R. Richards, who
In the instruction as to the purEastern Teachers College has the dates, call for them, arrange smoother precision of movement. took a leave of absence from Eastposes of life and the means that that this tournament will be one been
selected as the site for one no-breaks, buy the cokes, etc.
High P. F. I.'s will be able to keep ern last spring in order to enter
these purposes should be achiev- which will long be remembered by
of the four sectional basketball
going longer at greater speeds tfte Air Corps, has Just been made
ed.
As
students
of
an
institution
the K.I.A.C. fan.
}
tournaments which will be conand recuperate faster from fa- director of the Academic Departwhose function is to train educaJimmy Rodgers,
ment of the Officer Candidate
ducted
by
the
Kentucky
Athletic
The
opening
games
at
7:30
and
tigue or illness.
tors for the children of tomorrow, 8:30 Thursday night, pit George- Association on March 18. HereSchool at Miami Beach, Florida.
Eastern
Grad,
it should be our duty to the future
The lower the P. F. I., the great- This position carries great responthe winners in the sixteen
to see that we develop the "Inter- town against Berea and Transy tofore,
er
the
need
for
special
exercise,
sibility and no one cut discharge
against Eastern. On Friday the regions went directly to the State Dies in Crash
national Attitude."
diet, and advice by physicians and it better than Captain Richards.
tournament really get's rolling Tournament, but under the new
physical
educators.
Students
with
rolling when Murray plays Centre plan, the winners in the regions
Marine Lieut. James S. Rodgers, low indices are the results of He received the bachelor degree
from Eastern with the class of
Science Club Inducts and Morehead goes up against will meet in sectional tournaments graduate of Eastern Teachers Col- physical
defects, Improper food or 1929 and after completing his
Wesleyan. nl the afternoon and and the winner of each sectional lege in 1939, has been killed in a
eating
habits,
improper
exercise
Seven New Members Western plays the Georgetown-Be- will advance to the State Tourna- plane crash in the Pacific war or other physical or mental graduate work, he became a member of the faculty of the commerce
rea winner at 8:00 and Union goes ment. In other words, there will theatre, his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
strains. Unless supervised activiEastern's Science Club Inducted after the Eastern-Transy winner. be four teams in each sectional J. M. Rodgers of Covington noti- ties and daily rest are used to department and continues to hold
i
seven new members at its ban- The semi-finals will by played Sat- tournament and four teams in the fied Miss Mary Floyd, Eastern li- raise one's P. F. I., he is likely to that position.
Two other members of Eastern's
brarian, today.
quet and Initiation, held Wednes- urday at 1:00 p. m. and the cli- State Tournament.
decline steadily in physical fit faculty who are also on leave of
The winners of tournaments In
Lieutenant Rodgers worked as
day evening, January 27. The mactic finals will begin at 8:00
,
the 11th, 12th, 13th and 14th re- a member of the college library ness.
absence are members of the Inmembers initiated were Frances Saturday night.
Repeated
P.
F.
I. tests are of structional staff at Miami Beach.
gions
will
compete
in
the
sectionstaff
during
his
four
years
as
a
Baca, Lawrence Carlson, Don
Without the aid of seedings or
inestimable value in determining They are Lieutenants Sara BeckGrollig, Neva House, Jerry Keu- pairings this tournament will un- al tournament here. The llh re- student at Eastern.
The telegram from Covington whether one is gaining or losing ley and Max Houtchens. Eastern
per, Marie Nesbitt, and Bill doubtedly be a natural. Western gion includes a large part of the
physical fitness. It is easily rejoices because it has been able
Schulte.
and Murray are in one bracket, Blue Grass territory. It has not stated that he had been killed in in
while Eastern, Morehead, and been changed since last year. Re- a Pacific crash and that his body possible for Individuals of any age to lend these men to the armed
to raise their indices from 40" to services. We know that they will
Union are in the other. There can gion 12 covers the Danville, Som- has been recovered.
do a thorough Job wherever they
Rodgers was assigned to a Ma- 100 per cent.
be no possibility of one of two erset, London area. Region 13
While the Physical Fitness In- are placed.
favorites getting knocked out the takes in the Barbourville, Corbin, rine dive bombing unit after he
Many of Eastern's graduates
first game as in the first round Pineville, Harlan area, while Re- had won his wings at Pensacola, dex is optional at Eastern, lt is
none of the favorites play one an- gion 14 embraces Whitesburg, Fla., in August, 1942, and trans- hoped and urged by the college ad- have already received their comHazard, Jackson, Beattyville ter- ferred to the Pacific area late in ministration and Mr. Samuels, missions from the Officer Candiother.
ritory.
September.
that every student will take ad- date School at Miami Beach and
Western, the seventh ranking
others are in training there.
vantage of the test.
team in the nation, will be the anIn a letter received here, CapWomen
students
,
wishing
to
nual favorite, having ruled the
take the P. F. I. should see Mr. tain Richards wrote:
K.l.A.C. for a number of years,
"A class of young lieutenants
Samuels for an apopintment.
but as all Know we are still waitgraduated Wednesday of this
'Men may run through the en- week. As I looked into the faces
ing for them to be bumped off and
tire test on Wednesday afternoons, of hundreds of young men who
this may be the year. Murray's
and it would be extremely profit- were receiving their commissions
Fulks and Grimmer will be out
able to men who plan to leave for
to stop Diddle's aggregation of
was particularly happy because
Mary Katherine Heath, former persons scholastic record, school's the armed services • to discover II knew
ball-playing wizards, called by
that out there somewhere
many, "The best team Diddle ever student of Eastern, was selected recommendation as to character, their true physical conditions and stood some Eastern graduates who
by the Curtis-Wright Corporation results of a screening test, and attempt to remedy it
coached."
had been my own students r.t EastEastern, Morehead, and Union to be an Engineering Cadet under an interview.
ern when life was much gayer and
When the women are sent to the
will have a dog fight to see who the new program recenUy begun
freer from worry than it is today.
by
that
company
In
an
effort
to
engineering
schools,
they
are
enGreat
Strides
meets the Murray-Western winner
It made me happy to realize that
obtain
more
engineers
for
its
raprolled
as
special
students
and
reIn the finals. Eastern is given
Eastern was playing her part by
the. edge here over Morehead but idly expanding war-time organ- ceive all the benefits available to Made in Radio,
sending fine young men with keen
ization.
the regular students. They will
Union is always tough for RanIntellects into the conflict as wellMiss Heath was one of the two live in a special unit of the resi- Dr. Hummel Says
kin's ball hounds. No matter who
trained officers. I can assure you
women
accepted
for
the
University
dence halls and will attend class
wins we are sure to witness the
that each officer candidate who
of
Kentucky.
She
will
enter
one
30 hours a week for the ten months
Radio receiving sets after the graduates here looks like a West
type of basketball that all fans
of the seven engineering schools course.
'
WINS WINGS—Henry A. Hughes, desire.
war will be free of static and in- Pointer when he marches in reTheir tuition and cost of room terference evend uring severe elec- view on graduation day."
Jr., above, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Don't miss "the playing of the co-operating in the program some
Henry A. Hughes of McKee, for- tournament this year. It is truly time between February 1 and 15. and hoard will be furnished by trical storms, said Dr. A. D. HumSchools to which Engineering the corporation, and in addition, mel, head of the physics departmerly of Richmond, has received the one which will top all previous
his wings and been commissioned contests. As Athletic Director Cadets may be assigned are Cor- the Cadettes will receive a salary ment, Wednesday at the Eastern Robert H. Seevers
a second lieutenant In the Army Hughes said, "It will be the tour- nell University, Iowa State College, of $10 a week. Upon-the success- Teachers College assembly hour is Made Corporal
Air Forces at Marianna Army Air nament of the century." Duncan, University of Minnesota, Pennsyl- ful completion of the course, they in Hiram Brok auditorium.
INDEPENDENCE, Kas., Feb.
Base. His parents went to Mar- Fulks, Sydnor, McKinney, Calla- vania State College, Purdue Uni- will be assigned to a plant and to
Improvements which have been
ianna for the graduation cere- han, and all the members of our versity, Rensselaer Polytechnic an engineering job, according to made in radio for use by the mili- 0—Robert H. Seevers, a member
or University of Texas. the type of work performed, beof the 449th Air Base and Headmonies.
great Maroon team will be on Institute,
To be eligible as a cadette, one
$130 and $150 per month tary will be available for the pub- quarters Squadron, U. S. Army
Lt. Hughes received his degree hand to give you a spectacle of should be eighteen years of age or tween
lic after the war, the speaker said. Air Forces, now stationed at the
from Eastern Teachers College basketbal lplaying which will have over, have successfully completed plus time and a half for overtime.
Among the various fields that
Dr. Hummel discussed briefly independence Army Flying School,
and prior to entering the Army everyone on his toes. Admission elementary college mathematics,
Air Forces was employed by the for each session will be 75 cents and be enrolled at least as a sopho- they may be placed in are drafting the use of radio waves in plane has been promoted from private
and design, stress analysis, expert, detection and blind flying, saying first class to corporal. Corporal
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation. and season tickets will be $2.20. more or in college work.
mental testing, materials labora- that the enemy has the same type Seevers' wife, Mrs. Blanch S. SeeLt Hughes is now stationed at Tournament offiicals have not
Final selections, however, will tory, lofting and template making of equipment but not as advanced vers, Uves at 844 High street,
Drew Field, Tampa, Fla.
been selected.
be based on such factors as the and technical analysis.
as ours.
Richmond, Ky.
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Army Enlisted Reserves
to be Called to Active
Duty at Quarter's End
Will be Given
Training Over
13-Week Period

CAST CHOSEN
FOR SPRING
PRODUCTION

MANY TO REENTER

SWEETHEART
BALL TO BE
HELD FEB. 13

KIAC TOURNEY
DRAWING HELD

Former Eastern Student
in Cadette Engineers

P. F. I. TESTS
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EDITORIAL „_.
.
The attitude of youth is a much discussed
subject, probably because it has such a great
bearing on the shape of things to come. And
because the attitude of youth.has always
been so characteristically optimistic, in each
succeeding age some of the fruits of progress
over the preceding era, have been available
to a new generation.
Today, youth is fighting another war. And
there are those pessimistic characters who
would ask, "Why should youth devote the
prime years of life to a foolish struggle for
which the elder generation is responsible?"
And with some reluctance at first, which has
diminished as the necessity for this war has
grown more obvious, youth of today has denied the relevancy of that question and has
asserted its perennial optimism by saying Contemporary Issues
that out of this war will come progress.
Because of its unembittered self-confi- By ARNETT MANN AND RUSSELL C. WEINGARTNEB
dence and its boundless supply of energy,
youth has always attacked its problems with
Certain words seem to mean almost anything one wishes to read
such audacity and forcefulness that it has into them. Words like "radical" or "Red" are so extensible that they
been called cock-sure, reckless, even foolish can be stretched to Include a variety of meanings. These words have
at times for actions which under different almost as many meanings as there are people.
Among these words is the term "idealistic." Whatever it means
conditions might have been called determost persons, it is roughly synonomous with "impractical" or "not
mined, courageous, and wise. Youth has the to
worth considering." Anything described as idealistic is condemned
initiative and daring to be willing to try the without
a trial. The whole. Idea is "idealistic" and one considers it
untried; new ways of living which may not further. In this world, we are told, everyone must be a realist. If he
yet be considered wise. And it is this regard Is not, his fellow men are highly insulted—just why, it is hard to say.
for new things which gives youth its faith in No one ever takes the trouble to explain to the misguided idealist
wnat harmful thing he has done by being "idealistic." The word
the future and which prompts the forward just
itself is supposed to be argument enough.
march of progress.
the world does, therefore, is determined by the "realists."
Never before has youth been so well quali- WhenWhat
a nation in Europe begins mobilizing and eventually attacks
fied to assert itself in behalf of progress as its neighbors, the idealists demand that all other nations stand toit will be after this war. Never has any gen- gether and put down the menace—by force, if necessary—before it
eration inherited so many mechanical devices becomes reaUy strong. The "realists," however, believe in being pracabout the matter. By "being practical" they mean waiting until
with which to run the world as a unit, to tical
the enemy has attained the stature of a giant and then trying to
promote co-operation and unity of purpose deal with him.
among nations and races, to propagate eduWhenever anyone shows a humanitarian concern for his feUow
cation for a better life among men. Never
he is dismissed with: "Now you're being idealistic." And that
has a war been fought by so well-informed man
people as the populations of the free coun- settles it.
tries of the world today. Never have the at"Realism" seems to consist of avoiding issues, of not facing
titudes of hating hate itself, of desiring bet- facts when they are staring one in the face. For example, the "realist"
knows that a peace settlement must follow this war, but he proposes
ter living conditions for all men, of despising that
wait untU the war is over, so that the hasty planning will be
race prejudices, and of loving freedom done we
by grasping politicians. Recently the question has arisen as to
among men been so prevalent as they are in the disposal of the conquered territories after the war. Should we
those countries today. Never has knowledge give Libya, for example, back to Italy? Or should we give it to the
Empire? The "realist' 'says: "Let's not worry about where
of social ills been so widespread, so much dis- British
cussed and studied by that eternal charac- we're heading. Let's just keep going there at top speed."
From all that has been said, it can be seen that the "realists"
ter, the common man, as today. Never has
understanding of the basic causes of man's are not realists at all. They are men who are interested in immediate
benefit instead of long-run benefit.
^
woe been so strong.
The real problem, then, is finding out what realism reaUy is.
With its increasing knowledge, youth has
' naturally become more practical, idealists of It is not realism, as some would say, to tolerate corruption in puboffice. It is not realism to be indifferent to the economic policies
today are not mere dreamers of a Utopia— lic
of our nation. Abuses can be carried up to a certain point, but bethey are applying realistic study to all the yond that rebellion occurs and the abuses are swept away. It was
factors of problems in the way of making not realism to permit the abuses in the first place.
the best sort of World possible after the war.
There may be a great deal of truth in the paradox which says:
For instance, although they are hoping for "The idealist is the only true realist." An idealist Is one who sees
an end to wars after this one they are not the world- as it must soon be; the "realist" (so-called) is one who
fooling themselves with a "war to end all fears the labor of making obvious changes and who refuses to recthe fact that such changes are inevitable. It is always easier
wars" slogan. They know that simply be- ognize
for the "realist" to say: "That's idealistic."
cause we may shoot the weasel that was in
It is possible that the greatest Idealist is the man who believes
our' chicken yard" last night does not mean
that any person or any nation can, in these days, live alone. He Is
that certain of his kith and kin will be so seeking
after conditions which can hardly be expected to come about.
daunted that they will leave our chicken Yet he Is a "realist." The man who eventually conceives the plan
yard alone from now on. But they know that which will bring about some sort of world peace wUl be called the
if, having shot last night's weasel, they load "idealist." of the two, he Is the more practical.
their guns for tonight—and build a weasel
The man who sees mankind facing a problem which prevents
proof fense tomorrow—then they are making them from living together in harmony, and who devises a plan which
it increasingly harder and more dangerous solves that problem—he Is the true realist.
for the weasel clan to survive and it is quite
Idealism and true realism, therefore, are different degrees of
likely that the weasel who butts up against the same thing Idealism is realism for which the world is not yet
that new fence tomorrow night will be a prepared. In other words, today's idealism is ^tomorrow's realism.
century ago, America's present high standard of living was conmember of a vanishing species who will A
sidered "Idealistic." Today it is very real. The credit must go to the
cause less and less furore among the chick- "idealistic realists." They are the only true realists.
ens as times goes on. And that will have a
great deal to do with the price of eggs per
dozen and of Henry Wallace's milk per quart.
Youth knows that although it is not responsible for this war, upon its actions depends the possibility of war for the youth of
the future. The young people of today are
accepting that responsibility with true determination, courage and wisdom. They are
working and planning to pursue their objectives to a conclusion beyond the influence of
war. They are willing, if need be, to die in
the war but they have resolved that even
though they may join the ranks in Flander's
field, there shall be no graves dug for their
ideals. Bombs may wreck the cathedral a"t
Rheims, but it will take more than a block
. buster or so to destroy the castles in the air
lich this generation has built because they
are constructed on solid thought. But young
people today are not planning for death.
With the same courage with which they
would face death, and are facing it, they are
planning to live—planning to live the kind of
life they are willing to die for.
Just so does youth now accept the omnipresent challenge which is extended to each
dynasty of mankind in the hierarchy of the
earth. Youth, standing waist deep in chaos—
refuses to lower its eyes from the bright
goal ahead—denies that there is chaosmaintains that though the ship is in troubled waters she is not off her course. Youth
may be disagreed but it is not confused.
Its forward march may be impeded but it
will not be halted. Youth's battles will be
hard won but each one will be a progressive
step along the road to a real and worthwhile
Courtesy Miami Daily New
Victory.
—John D. Whisman
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MAROONED
with BOB RYLE AND ROY GILLIGAN

The following Is a combined
list of all the students who made
forty grade points or a "B" aver- VILLA 121:"
age for the faU quarter: *
Two men of importance sat down last Tuesday
Acker, Charlotte Virginia, Lan- night to plan the movements of the principal Allied
caster; Adams,' Paul Gaulen, In- Gas attack and lay out the affairs of the
dependence; Allen, Ann Elizabeth, Other diplomats dropped in. and out
Prestonsburg; Arrowood, Juanita. course of the meeting, each giving the
Paintsviile; Aylor, Harry Lee, password "Swordfeeah." The Chinese
Burlington; AzoUl, Ailene Fran- and the big gun from the Vodka belt
ces, Richmond; Ball, Helen May- present. Many great things were formulated
ree. Ages; Barker, Sarah Yancy, course of the earth in its orbit will profc
Richmond; Barnett BiU Earl, changed by the result. Some important datjj
Pine Ridge; Barnett, Vivian K., figures follow:
Pikevule; Boberg, Iva Margaret,
Ft. MitcheU.
ARSENIC AND OLD CAFETERIA NAPKINS
Braahear, BiUy, Irvine; Bridges,
Something w4 liked: KYMA's party of two weeks
Margaret Louise, Somerset; ago which was run on a somewhat different them*
Brock, Mary Stay ton, Wakeman, and given a twist that made it both timely and InOhio; Buchas, Roy, Prince- teresting. That's all anything around the campus
ton,
111.;
Cammack,
Marina need have to make It a success—a NEW ANGLE...
Frances, Owenton; Campbeu, What's this we hear about somebody grabbing
John, Mousie; Canfield, Bourbon Larry Kees' stomach in one of the intra-mural
Ellis, Richmond; Carlson, Law- ball games the other day and dribbling It three
rence Douglas, Richmond; Car- times before he found out what it waa? . . .Durroll, Elihu, Drip Rock; Cawood, ing the snowy weather, as a safety measure, the
Walter Lee, Cawood; Chenaua, coUege has arranged to have the demon fireman
James Stouffer, Richmond.
Thomas Palmer patrol the campus with a keg of
Chestnut, Elizabeth Christine, brandy around his neck. If the weather changes by
London; Clinkenbeard, Juamia the time this reaches print make it ice water for
Mae, Covington; Collins, Eliza be tn heat sufferers. . . we'd? like to start a sweeping
B., Richmond; Combs, Louannu reform movement on the campus. We are aU for
Noe, Harlan; Cornelius, May me "The Society for the Prevention of Calling Murph
Frieda, Beattyville; Cox, Elizaoetn Buerger 'ErroL'"
T., Richmond; Cox, Marie Howard, Richmond; Crider Earnest TELL US NOT IN MOURNFUL NUMBERS
Ford, Liggett; CrisweU, Mabei
If the enrollment keeps on dropping off
Ruth, Cynthiana; Dean, Sarah
With such consistency,
Olive, Worthville; Dean, Virginia
The class that graduates in June
Stay, Worth ville; Deuel, Mary B.,
WUl reaUy be
Middlesboro; Dies Robert Jones,
The class of 43.
Dayton, Ohio.
Dodson, Naoma Rae, Somerset; CONTEMPTUOUS ISSUES:
Dorna, Charles Robt., Dayton, Ky.;
Dorna, William Garrison, Dayton,
We should be gratified to present in this column
Ky.; DuvaU Robert Jillson, Frank- a few conjectures and rationalizations concerning
fort; Eads, Malcolm, Cold Spring; events of the war and our highly fallible opinion of
Kluston, Ida Mae, Covington, these extremely significant conjectures. Hitler la
FerreU, D. T, Jr., Richmond; now going Don Steppes in Russia. . . There waa no
Flynn, Henry Joseph, Crittenden, Stalin at Casablanca. . . Velikiye Luki is apelt VeFrey David fredriCK, Georgetown; llklye Luki but however is pronounced Velikiye
Garth, John Whitney, University Luki. . . The U. S. Army is under Marshall law. . .
City, Mo.; Gateley, Ann, Ft. Nobody knows the trouble we've seen. . . Things
Thomas; Goodlet Raymond, Bur- are in one Hull of a state. . . Franklin D. Roosevelt
gin; Grant, William Douglas, Cov- and Adolf Hitler are pf-f-ft . . Hitler may have
ington; Griggs, Lucy Mae, Union the power but the French have de Gaulle. . . SetCity; Griggs, William Harris, tinlus is skinnius but Knudsen is grudsome. . . It
Richmond.
la rumored that Under-Secretary Sumner Welles
Hamilton, Margaret Catherine, Is rather closely related to Sir Cecil Cesspool, who
Lancaster; Harrison, Jean Taylor, has an international air about him. . . Winnie
Irvine; Harrod, Mi nan Goebellne, Churchill and Joe Stalin are that way. . . Former
Frankfort; Hetfner, Ann T., Asn- occupant of this space, Mental Blackouts' Bill Hickland; Held, Virginia Mae, Dayton, man, got hitched in Kansas City (how the dickens
Ky.; HerUeln, Christine, Spring- did that get in here?). . .Man identified as Hirofield; Hibbs, Patsy Jo, Richmond; hito found applying for a job in a Covington handHlnkle, Elizabeth Todd, Sharps- laundry. Was arrested for not being able to produce
burg; Hoi brook, Ruth Kratzer, his draft registration card. . . After Bologna, the
Covington; Hopper, Gleta Mary, Allied forces will have to take Vichy. . . No word
Cor bin; Hudnall, Lloyd Calvin, has yet been received from Krasnogvardieak. Our
Carlisle; Hunt, Evelyn Lee, Louis- Russian correspondent lost his Everaharp Repeater
ville; Hurst, Josephine, PinevUle; pencil (Plug). And besides, we gotta look at this
Jennings, Frances 'Ann, Rlcn- thing from the economic, social and political viewrnond; Jones, Agnes Fay, Irvine; point
Jones, Mabel Lillian, Pinsonfork
JOHNNY, GET YOUR PEA-SHOOTER, or
Kalb, Ruth Christine, Brooks- TOM SWIFT AND HIS COLLAPSIBLE
vfllef Kelly, William Price, Har- HANGOVER:
lan; Keuper, Jerry, Ft. Tnomas;
McNutt is crying loud for men
Knox, Bertha Janet, Ft. Thomas;
And we will quench his thirst,
Latham, Lana Chrysteen, SomerFor it seems to us most definite
set; Litsey, Susan Jane, SpringThat we'll March the twenty-first.
field; Lucy, Mary Louise, HeDron;
McClure, Nancy Riley, Irvine;
McConnell, Gayle, Forks of Elkhorn; McGulre, Cleo, Grayson;
McGuire, Nannie Christine, Grassy Fork; McWhirter, James Ab- SCRAMBLLNGS AND SCRAWLTNGS
ner, Hopkins ville; Maggard, Le
Faun, Ashland.
Before the ink was dry on the last issue of the
Maher, Ann Scott, Washington;
Mason, William Hugh, Richmond, Progress we received many complaints against this
Mayfield, Laura Emily, Toylors- column. The main objection being that it waa not
ville; Mayfield, Nina Elizabeth, signed. As you will see it Is still unsigned, but if
Taylors ville; MUler, Ann Kater- you have a question please give it to the editor and
lne, Winston; Moore, Dorothy he can tell you my address. One at a time, pleaae!
Corinne, ShelbyviUe; Morcom, El- STUFF:
sie Jane, Louisville; Morgan, Olive
We expect to see a number of our friends at the
Gertrude, Raceland; Murbach, Eu- President's Ball to-nite. Come one, come all, it's
nice Jeanne, Berea; Myers, Gen- for a good cause. I'll meet you under the fourth
eva Louise, Falmouth, NeweU, table on the right.
Patsey Mae, Mays ville; NowakowWhat happened to all who were supposed to be
ski, Caslmer, Chicago, 111.; O'- at the dance Saturday night? It waa right on the
Donnell, James RUey, Richmond, ball and all of those who missed it are unfortunate.
Overhultz, AUeen, Gallon, Ohio, Any one who was there will aay along with me that
Park, Betty MUdred, Richmona, it waa "on the beam." A good job well done, RobPitzer, Fielder, Jr., Waynesboro, erta. Here's for more of them.
Poole, Josephine Delores, FrankHit looks like we uns has got a Feud a brewln'
fort
in these parts now. What with this big New Yorker
Power, Louis Alger, Brooks ville, and our under-nourished, but well liquidated Corbin
Rankin, Georgia Thomas, Stan- friend taking nights about dating the same girl
ford; Keed, Harriette Ann, Har- Go to it, boys, but keep your guns in your pockets.
rodsburg; Richards, Mary Eliza- And please don't get that bayonet out Bob. .
beth, Ashland; Riggs, Clara Rose,
Russell; Rlgsby, Elsie Jane; Crab NOTES:
Orchard; Riherd, Frances Marie,
When Elmer Graham kisses a girl he makes their
Cave City; RUey, Nancy BeUe, toes
curl up, or is it the jake leg, Oz. No wonder
Chicago, ill.; Riach, Carl Joseph, Bill Dorna
not wasting his time playing basketMcKee; Roberts, Gail Dexter, ball now. It isseems
to me as if he is keeping up with
Glouster, Ohio; Roberts, Neil, his sidekick, Nicholson,
now as far as courting goes.
Louisville; Ruark, Jeanne Marcia,
It looks as though Brooxs and Lumsden have deVanceburg; Ryle, Robert Clements, Covington; Sallee, Martha cided to call It a twosome.
Groliig, why don't you give Holly a break f
Kathryn, Gee, Ky.; Sams, Lillian,
Meaning why don't you play hands with her. The
Irvine.
way she acted In the Little Theater Saturday night
Sandifer, Martha Jane, Ft I know she wouldn't mind. Jinny Albert is getting
Thomas; Scott, Carl Hartford, our Glenn Allan White to apeak with a Chicagoan
Portsmouth; Searcy, Herbert Ly- brogue now instead of the Northern Kentucky acman, Jr., Carrolton; Shannon, Vir- cent Where waa Mr. O'Donnell'a boy James over
ginia Hisle, Richmond; Sharp, the weekend? What's the matter, Fawbush, is the
Robert Eugene, Richmond; Shaw, gas rationing that bad? Edith Gibson hasn't lost
Nathan Cornish, Richmond; Shaw- anything—she's just looking for Goosena. To much
han, Dorothy, Richmond; Slade, has been written about the Flynn boy already, but
Ethel May, Covington; Smith, Al- we cant help mentioning how much Murph Buerger
lie Bond, Lawrenceburg; Smith, reminds us of him.
~~~1"
Betsy Ann, ShelbyviUe; Smith,
What happened to old man Burnam'a picture
Virginia Carlson, Richmond; Stev- what waa in the hall of the same name.
enson, Margaret Virginia, Corbin;
Stevenson, Roberta Booth, Cor- SCOOP:
bin; Stevenson, Roberta Lou,
The men who were seen on Burnam Hall roof
Charleston, W. Va.; Stone, Pauline. Carlisle; Strachan, Mary Bet- were two trousered girls who really put on a nice
job. The Little Theater Club la looking for such
ty, Corbin.
talent. After all it's not everyone who can scare
Taylor, George Wm., Irvine; (or were they really?) every girl In the dorm, rout
Taylor, WUIiam Earl, Richmond; out the highway patrolmen and have the campus
TinneU, Benjamin C, Covington; night watchman stand guard for half a night
Varney, Launa Ruth, Williamson, Please don't aak me how I know.
W. Va.; Virgin, Mildred E., AahIt seems aa if the Litte talk to all the girls with
land; Waite, Grace B., Silver steadies
accomplished—what do you think?
Grove; Walker, Edward Walter,
Richmond; Wallace, Mary Agnes, WOLF OF THE WEEK CLUB
Georgetown; Wert, Georgia Marie,
Here we are once more introducing this week's''
Cincinnati, Ohio; West Bobby,
Irvine; Wlckersham, AUen Stark. WOLF. After careful consideration we have decided
Irvine; Yatea, Mary Margaret that the title can go to the one and only Jamas
Burlington; Yavecchla, Jacqueline, Gregory. If by chance you have not seen him at
Waterbury, Conn.; Yeager, Robert work you are missing something. One • of these
Edward, Oneida Castle, New nights you will go to Burnam to get your girl and
York; Yeary, Gladys Bernice, Har- j find that Gregory has taken over. He is of the
smooth and sly type. Beware.
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SOCIETY
By BETTY K. LILLAKD
ANN HANLON

She wore a gown fashioned
eV of
fuscia-colored
taffeta and
a
matching hat with a shoulder
length veil. Her flowers were talisman roses.
*
The bridegroom's best man was
Mr. Guy Hatfield, Sr.
The bride, a senior, is now attending Eastern and the groom,
who attended Eastern, is now with
the armed forces in Texas.
After a brief honeymoon the
bride will return to Eastern to resume her studies.

following for a buffet supper Sunday evening; Ted Bennedet, Bob
Yeager, Harry Lucas, Ford Crider,
Clifford Pittman-and Clark Parley.
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was one of the greatest artists
ever known and that art had depreciated ever since.
Dr. Giles stressed the fact of
looking at pictures and interpreting what you see and selecting
good paintings you enjoy. Also
of children's liking for Madonnas
and letting the child select its own
pictures, bringing out their own
individuality.

Waklron Haymond and Dee
Agers, students at University of
Ky., were visitors of Miss Lenora
Haymond.
In Lexington Saturday and Sun*
day: Virginia Dean, Hopie Gray,
Evelyn Hunt Jennie Alberts; Ann
Scott Maher, Muriel Mattox,
Evelyn Caywood, Frances Mitchell,
Chappie Fossett, Elizabeth Smith,
and Mrs. Mary Stayton Brock.

THREE

This Modern Age
(Inspired by the Visit of
Corp. Ethel Tackett, f
U. S. W. A. A. O.)

The marriage of Miss Roberta
Rlggs and Mr. Thomas Paul was
WEST-HATFIELD
solemnized January 24.
Miss
The marriage of Miss Bobby
ftiggs a graduate of the class of
The scene takes place in a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
crowded train station.
There,
1040, formerly taught school at
West, of Irvine, Kentucky,
Russell and is now teaching at Tal
amid the noise and confusion,
(a Ouy Hatfield, Jr. son of
stand a boy and a girl, engrossed
City, Indiana. Mr. Paul instructs WILSON-PALMER WEDDING
a rfmmma
in their leave-taking.
*
Mrs. Guy Hatfield, of Irband, also at Tal City.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wilson an[entucky, was solemnized
"Will you miss me?"
nounce
the
marriage
of
their
soon of January 24th at ATTEND WEST-HATFIELD
ALLEN-NEAL WEDDING
"You know I will! m write to
daughter, Doris, to Mr. A J. Palof the bride's parents,
you every single day."
WEDDING
IN CALIFORNIA
mer,
Jr.,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
bride, who entered on the
Those of Eastern who attended
Palmer, Sr., of College Hill, SPEAKING OF INITIATIONS
»u."Pleaae dont for«"et ■* I don't
at her father, who gave her the wedding of Miss Bobby West
The wedding of Miss Anna Eliz- J.
think I should ask you not to date
By
Green
Horn
Kentucky.
The
marriage
was
solriage, wore an old-fasioned to Pfc. Guy Hatfield Jr., were abeth Allen, daughter of Mr. and emnized on Friday, January 15,
other people but—
This
here
Little
Theater
is
a
gown of white taffeta, the sleeves Misses Jean Hathaway, Grace Mrs. Edward L. Allen of Preatons- 1943.
"Do you think I'd even think
secret affair, they say, but lt of looking at another person with
of which were fathered full at Carol Meade, Sue Chandler, Lois burg, to Charles Raymond Neal,
Mrs.
Palmer
is
a
graduate
of
won't be no longer, as they took
the shoulders and came into a Farmer, Christine Hertlien, Helen third class petty officer, U. 8. N.
high school and is now in some wlmmln last week. Any- you to wait for? Darling, all the
point over the wrists. She wore Colvin, and Messrs. David Barnes R., son of Mrs. Bruce M. Neal of Madison
time you're at camp I'll be livin*
attending
Eastern
State
Teachers
way, it is now. In fact, it's so se- for your next leave. But don\
Covington, was solemnized Jan- College.
a finger-tip veil of illusion held to and Paul Hounchel.
cret you can't get no news for
uary 9, at the home of the officiher head by a coronet cap. Her
Mr. Palmer Is employed at the certain. But I been hearln' about you take up that policy of a
ating minister, the Rev. Ernest A
bouquet was of white roses with HOME ECONOMICS
sweetheart In every place you'll
Blue
Grass
Ordnance
Depot.
Main, pastor of the Baptist
some queer doln's. Got my curios- be stationed."
streamers of white satin ribbons. BUFFET* «UPPER
ity
stirred
up.
church,
Oxnard,
Calif.
Miss Gwladya West, sister of
The Home Economics girls at
"Are you kidding? If we can
Attendants were Mr. and Mrs. VISITORS ON CAMPUS:
F'rinstance, It's a dramatic club, get married on my next leave that
the bride, was the only attendant the practice house entertained the
Duane
Hayes
of
Carrollton
visRobert D. Marek.
they say, which means a actln' will settle that for all time."
Mrs. Neal was a member of the ited Virginia Dean.
club. But how do you suppose
"Try and get one real soon...
Miss
Charleen
Watklns
who
has
senior class of Eastern Teachers
they get action? Well, 'stead of
"As soon as I finish O. C. S. I
.completed
her
teaching
was
guest
College, where she was active in
drillin' 'em as you'd think, they may get a short furlough . . .then
social affairs of-the campus and of friends.
sort of stand 'em up horizontally you'll be marrying an officer."
BUI Wert, who is in the Air in reclinin' positions, and barrage
received recognition in "Who's
"I'll be so proud of you ... the
Who in American Universities and Corps Reserve at University of their middles with rubber tired other riveteers at Lockheed will
Cincinnati.
Colleges."
iron bullets. Sounds sort of crimi- just turn green when they see
Miss Selenia Boneta, a former nal, but they say it does produce that insignia."
Mr. Neal also attended Eastern
student of Eastern who has been quick action—physical, vocal and
Teachers College.
But the train is ready to leave,
The young couple will make working at Fort Smith, Arkansas, profane, all coordinated simulta- so smiling bravely he walks with
has
returned
to
Richmond
for
and
their home In California for the
neously, as it were. I'd rather see her over to the Pullman. He
indefinite time.
present
that than a circus.
kisses her goodbye. So, with a
Lee Surface and Jimmy Sachaum
But it's a slghlntiflc club, too, final wave, she boards, off for
visited
Misses
Sarah
Olive
Dean
RECEIVES COMMISSION
best I can hear. They got a hair camp.
, Miss Margaret Lawson of Cor- and Lenora Haymond.
tonic that will grow mustaches MEN
Miss
Ann
Gary
will
leave
for
bin, who received her commission
Here are a few things that
on wimmin and make the skating
In the WAVES, was recently her home in Hopkinsvllle Friday rink on a.bald man's head look would really please that girl in
sworn in at the Naval Recruiting to attend the wedding of her sis- like a wire-grass pasture—all over the service:
ter, Miss Betty Gary to Lt LeonStation at Cincinnati. She will ard
1. Carton of Luckies.
night! How's that for speed. I
Hopgood.
enter Naval officers training at
2. Carton of Camels.
need some of that tonic. They
Charles
Strong
and
Charles
Iowa State Teachers College, Ce- Buckner of Harlan were the Sun- carry lt around the campus in a
3. Carton of Philip Morris.
dar Falls, Iowa
4. Carton of Old Golds.
suit case which they never let
day
guests
of
Marjorie
Boone.
5. Carton of bobby pins.
Miss Lawson graduated from
get out of sight. It's that valuLt.
Harold
Wlnburn,
who
has
Sue Bennett at London, and re- completed his O. C. S. training at able.
6. A box of those home-baked
ceived her degree at Eastern Ft. Sill, Okla., is home on a short
All the members of the Little cookies, chocolate preferred.
State Teachers College.
7. See the Red Cross for infurlough. He wall soon be sta- Theater Club have private pad- structions
on the knitting of regdles and their motto is: "Paddle
tioned
in
Camp
Roberts,
Cal.
DR. GILES GUEST SPEAKER
Wilma Cheatnutt visited Lucy your own canoe." Only they don't ulation sweaters.
Dr. Fred Giles, head of the art Mae Griggs last weekend.
paddle their own and they ain't
department of Eastern Teachers
Kathleen Davis, a graduate of go no canoes.
College, spoke before the Art and Eastern and who Is now working
Yours for better secrit service,
Literature Club at the monthly in Cincinnati was here last weekGreen Horn
meeting Thursday afternoon - on end.
Literary Interpretation of Some
Mrs. Marie Heaton and Sara
In case any co-ed wishes to
Famous Paintings. He showed Ruth Heaton visited Marie Heaton
Join the Waacs, it's really quite
paintings of masterpieces thru- last Sunday.
simple, according to Corporal
out the ages.
Mr. and Mrs. Dury Knox were
Ethyl Tackett, former student at
Dr. Giles began with the Ma- the Sunday guests of their daughEastern. All that a girl has to do
TIMES AINT CHANUED
donnas, saying that Raphael ter, Janet
is to walk into a recruiting army
painted over 1,500 Madonnas
in
Jayne
Jones,
Mary
Samuels,
and
There's
a
big
house
on
the
campus
his lifetime. He spoke1 of Mona Mary Bates Walker, who are that's commonly known as the station and tell the person in
charge that she wants to Join up.
Lisa, painting by Leonardo Da teaching in Louisville, were on the
gym,
•
A form is handed her; she fills
Vinci, as being the most popular campus last week.
And every Friday evening
it out and leaves.
stolen picture, and of the large
Ethus Gillis, an alumni, visited A dance is held therein.
Then, once this preliminary
fortune that was paid to get it her sister Aden Gillis last weekAnd, oh, the pretty flowers
form Is accepted, she is notified
back. Dr. Giles said Michelangelo end.
That decorate the wall,
They bloom in spring and summer, that she should ■ go to a designated place for her physical exam
In winter and in fall.
and to fill out more papers. If
Oh, dainty little flowers.
she passes the exam and Is beIf you didn't come to dance,
You ought to wear some little tween the ages of twenty-one and
forty-five, she is sent home for
frocks
about ten days to wait to be called
Instead of coats and pants.
to active duty. Once that comes,
the excitement begins.
Corporal Tackett was sent to
Des Moines, Iowa, for her basic
training but now lt has become
customary to send recruits to
Ben K. Wilmot, who was In- Daytona Beach, Florida. After the
ducted into the U. S. Army on fourteen weeks' basic a Waac can
December 12, has been promoted apply for officer's training or for
to private, first class, upon com- training in some special branch
pletion of his basic training at of the service such as photogAtlantic City, N. J., and has been raphy, cook's and baker's school.
transferred to the American Air A Waac who finishes some such
School at State College, Jones- technical training la given an adboro, Ark., his parents have been vanced rating with a correspondInformed.
Clothes money has to do a big Job these days. We
ing increase in pay.
need to feel weU-dressed—yet our clothes should
cost as little as possible.

From The Progress
Of November 5, 1927

MADISON DRUG CO.
DRUGS — SUNDRIES — LUNCHEONETTE

We Deliver

Phone 234^-235

COMPLIMENTS

OWEN McKEE

Main Street

Phone 60

Corp. Tackett Tells
How Become WAAC

From The Progress
Of January 28, 1927

COMPLIMENTS OF

STOCKTON'S PHARMACY
Main Street

MEET THE

Ben K. Wilmot is
Promoted to PFC

GANG

at

TERRILL'S

Main Street

Richmond, Ky. '

The hauls of every woman's wardrobe Is a good
coat Choose yours now: and pay for It in small
weekly amounts so you'll have lt when yon need
It without a big all-at-once expenditure that might
interrupt your regular purchases of War Bonds.

gjUMTTM to SfrjWJrob
A C P.'s CsoMpaadnit lUpocto htm WMfctagtea "~

COMPLIMENTS
You'll Set The Mood For Spring!

THE MADISON-SOUTHERN
NATIONAL BANK & TRUST CO.-

COATS AND SUITS
New Chesterfields!
Smart Reefers!
Classic Suits!

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Richmond, Kentucky

Casual coats in all wool Shetlands with
intricate seaming at the waistline for
perfectly smooth fit! Swagger cavalry twill sport coats cut with military dash.
Man-tailored or dressmaking suits. 12 to 20.

New Budget Priced

H. M. WHITTINGTON CO.

COATS AND SUITS
For Sports - _ rjrOrDre*.

Watchmakers & Jewelers

17 75

«

Coats that are smart
in design, an; are
copies of the season's
expensive
models.
Suits you'll wear and
wear. All wool Shetland or tweed.

Gifts That Last
Second St.

Richmond, Ky.

STATE BANK AND TRUST
COMPANY
Flower Garden Prints In Smart
Styles!
SPRING

DRESSES

Classic styles or novelty
and dressy types. 12-20....

J4.M

NEW DRESSES FOR SPRING
Smart styles with gleaming |A M
Sizes 12 to 20
wg*wm

Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
Member Federal Reserve System

COLLEGE TRAINING PLANS FOR ARMY, NAVY MEN
«
WASHINGTON (ACP) — As
der the new program in an active
students left the nation's cam- duty status.
puses for holidays at home, the
Medical, dental and veterinary
Secretaries of War and Navy— students
not in the reserves may
wlt^ approval of Manpower Com- finish another semester of college.
missioner Paul V. McNutt—an- After that, they apparently will
nounced the long-awaited college be subject to selective service and
will have to qualify for training
training program for service men under
the new program in order
and servicemen-to-be.
to continue their education.
Loose ends of the dual program
Pre-medical and pre-dental stustill need to be tied together. For dents, also may finish another seexample, Just how men are to be mester in college.
chosen for the college work isn't
All other students in the reyet clear.
Which colleges will be selected serves may expect to be put on
for training centers is another un- active duty soon.
answered question, although SecAll other students not In the reretary of Navy Knox has said serves are subject to the draft
"We will give special considera- now.
• • •
tion to those (colleges) with meager financial resources whose exThe Navy's side of the new proistence is threatened by the war." gram is known as the "Navy Col• • •
lege Training Program."
Main provisions of the plans, as
Normally, students in this prothey affect both Army and Navy, gram
will be picked during their
are these:
senior year in high school.
Army men 21 years old and una "date to be announced,"
der, and Navy men 22 and under, ailAt
V-l, V-6 and V-7 reservists in
may apply for the college work.
college will be placed on active
Nothing in the new plans will duty as apprentice seamen, and
affect existing contracts of Army V-l's and V-7's then may continue
or Navy with colleges.
their studies under the new plan
at least through their Junior year.
Men selected for college trainwho qualify as medical,
ing will wear uniforms, be on ac- Those
dental, engineering and theological
tive duty and receive service pay. students
may complete their proSoldiers will go to school as pri- fessional studies.
vates, seventh grade; sailors as
V-8's may complete the year
apprentice seamen.
"current at the time of their enCivilian professors will do most listment or transfer to V-8." .
of the teaching.
• • •
Students now holding probationMain provisions of the Army ary commissions may resign "at '
date to be announced," enter
plan, known as the "Army Special a
the college program, and be comized Training .Program":
missioned again later.
• • •
Men chosen for college training
will be drawn from enlisted men EDUCATION ELSEWHERE
who are taking, or have/finished,
A Nazi educational publication
basic training.
Exceptions are recommends that teachers in the
medical, dentistry and veterinary eastern occupied territories emstudents in the enlisted reserves ploy "weighty canes . . . for inwho will continue their studies un- struction purposes."
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MAROONS WIN
FROM TRANSY
BY 64 TO 35 .
Hudnall Leads Eastern
Scorers With 14 as
Copper John Gets 12
and Dorna and Bitter
Collect Ten Each
LEXINGTON, Ky., Jan. 28—The
Eastern State Teachers College
Maroons chalked up K. I. A. C.
victory No. 5 last night as they
romped over the Transylvania Pioneers, 64-35, in the Transy gymnasium. It was the fifth conference setback for the Pioneers
against two wins. Eastern has
dropped three loop decisions.
The Maroons scored first on a
side shot by Goebel Ritter and
took an apparently safe lead before the Pioneers came back to
tie the count at 9-all. However,
big Copper John Campbell, Eastern center, connected with a foul
toss and the visitors proceeded to
take command and were "never in
danger the rest of the way.
An interesting light was thrown
on the game by statistics. Coach
Rome Rankln's Richmond ramblers scoring 14 field goals and
four free throws in each half.
However) Coach Rhea Taylor's
Pioneers fared better after the Intermission than In" the opening
period, making two more fielders
and one more free toss.
Lloyd Hudnall, who entered the
game as a substitute forward,
paced the winners with 14 points,
but was closely followed by Campbell with 12, and Charlie Dorna
and Ritter, who collected 10 each.
Forward Harold Lawwill led the
Pioneers with-eight markers, Capt.
George Ashford was next In line
with seven, and Charlie Ransler
had six.
^j
After Ritter's game-opening
fling, Ashford put Transy m the
scoring column with a charity toss,
but Cliff Tinnell dupUcated It and
C. Dorna and Maggard tallied
from close In to put the visitors
on top by 7-1. Two free throws in
four attempts by Lawwill brought
the count to 7-3 and Ritter and
Ollie Leathers matched fielders to
make it 9-6.
At this point the Pioneers got
back In the running momentarily
as Lawwill hit from the side and
again on a set-up under the basket to knot the count at 9-all.
However, Harry Scharstein, Pioneer forward, fouled Campbell
twice in succession and the big
pivotman cashed In both free ticketa to put the Maroons into a
lead they never relinquished.
After two additional field goals,
the Maroons were Injected with
new pep as Hudnall entered the
fray to quickly score eight markers via floor shots and Eastern
easily pulled away to lead by 3215 at half time.
Gene Sutherland, Transylvania
guard, hit from the outskirts to
start the scoring in the second
half, but after Buster Maggard of
Eastern and Scharstein of Transy
had matched foul shots, Charlie
Dorna came thru with a crip and
It was evident that the Maroons
were headed for an easy win.
The Pioneers hung on stubbornly for a time, however, Ashford matching Dorna's shot, and
Leathers matching another by Ritter a minute later, making the
count 38-22 for Eastern.
Fielders by C. Dorna, Campbell,
and Ritter, and a free throw by
C. Dorna gave the Maroons seven
markers while Transy was registering one on a charity toss by
Lawwill, sending the count to 4523 with 12 minutes left In the
game.
Both coaches started substituting freely midway of the period,
but the Maroon reserves continued
to increase the gap.
The closing minutes saw both
clubs drop all signs of set defense,
but the offensives, particularly
that of Eastern, continued to roll
and play developed Into a roughhouse scramble with 13 fouls being called by Referee Bernle
Shivery In the final 10 minutes.
Eastern («4
FG FT PF TP
C. Dorna, f
'.... 4 2 ' 1 iO
Ritter, f
6 0- 2 10
Campbell, c
5 2 1 12
Maggard, g
4
0 2 8
Tinnell, g
0 111
J. Dorna, g
,.+ 2 1
8.0
Hudnall, f
;.:.„...." 7 0 * 14
Risen, f :.....:.
0 12 1
West, g .........:
0 111
Adams, f
1 0 0 2
.28 8 16 64
Totals
Transylvania (SO) FG FT PF TP
Scharstein, t
2 12 0
Lawwill, f
2 4 2 8
Ashford, c
,.. 2 3 2 7
Leathers, g
*• 2 0 2 4
Sutherland, g
10 0 2
Ranaler, f
3 0 2 6
Anderson, f
0 13 1
Bcofg-ln, g
0 0 0 0
Snider, g
0 1
0 1
Haynea, c
0 1 J> _1
Totals
12 11 13 30
Score at half: Eastern 82,
Transylvania 15. Free throws
ml—Trt Ttnn-V J. Dorna, Risen
(2), West. (2), Scharstein (0),
Lawwill (6), Ashford, Anderson,
Snider and Haynea: Referee—
Shlvely (Illinois).

Jim Todd Member
Of Signal Corp*
Pvt James W. Todd, former
Eastern student, a member'of the
Signal Corps, is now. stationed at
Camp Wood, New Jersey. While
at Eastern, Todd was a member
of the Progress staff .serving both
as news editor and as photographer.
His address is:
Pvt.-James W. Todd
Co. E
2nd Sig. Tng. Reg't.
Fort Monmouth, N. J.

MAROONS WIN
FROM UNION
Eastern Barely Gets
by Bacon's Bulldogs
in Tight 43 to 40
Battle at Barbourville
BARBOURVILLE, Ky., Feb. 1
— Three free throws In the
last minute gave Eastern State
Teachers College a 43 to 40 triumph over Union College In a basketball game here Saturday night.
The loss was Union's first In K.
I. A. C. competition against two
victories.
With the score tied, 40 to 40,
and less than a minute to play,
Goebel Ritter scored once and
John Campbell twice from the
foul line to give Eastern the victory.
Union was outscored, 11 to 4,
at the foul line, but made 18 field
goals to Eastern's 16. The visitors
were ahead, 19 to 14, at halftime.
The summary:
Eastern
FU FT PF TP
1
2 13
C. Dorna, f
6
9
Ritter, f
3 8 1
Risen, f
i 0 0 0 P
4
Campbell, c
4
8 12
8
Maggard, g
1
1
1
6
Hudnall, g
2 2
2
0
J. Dorna, g
0 4 3

TOPPERS TOP
EASTERN FIVE
BY 62 TO 38
Maroons Look Good
Early in Game but
Can't Stand Face;
Goebel Bitter Ties
for High Scoring
No. 13 proved to be no Jinx for
Western's . rambling Hilltoppers
here Saturday night as they
chalked up their 13th consecutive
victory without a setback at the
expense of the Eastern Maroons
62-38.
The game was much closer
than the score Indicates as Eastern hounded the Dlddlemen at
every turn. Eastern looked unusually good In the first ten minutes of the second half, when it
outplayed the Toppers on both
defense and getting the rebounds.
The victory was the Hilltoppers
second this season over Eastern,
having won the first game, 61 to
47, at Richmond.
Eastern's inability to connect
with many of their shots contributed to the wide margin in the
score.
Sydnor and Gibson of Western
and Ritter of Eastern tied for
scoring honors, each making 10
points.
Western
Ray, f
Spears, t
LAbhart, f
Oldham, f
McKinney, c
Ruter, c
Sydnor, g
Embry, g
Shelby, g
Downing, g
Gibson, g
_•.

FO. FT. PF. TP.
3 6
3 12
10
0 2
4 0 2 8
0 0
1 '0
10
4 2
10
12
7 1
0 16
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
3 0
2 6
7 1
3 10
27

Totals ..

8

16

62

16 11 12 43
FO FT PF TP
4 0 2
8
2 2 4
6
4 2 2 10
3 0 4
«
0 0 2 10
0 0 2
0
0 0 0
0

-FG. FT. PF. TP.
Eastern
Ritter, f
6 3
1 16
Hudnall, f \r...'..:
1113
C. Dorna, f
0 0
3 0
Campbell, c
10
0 2
Risen, c
4 2
2 10
J. Dorna, g
.... 2 0
14
Tinnell, g
0 0
10
Maggard, g
2 0
14

Totals
18 4- -6 40
Score at half: Eastern 19, Union
14.
Free throws missed: Campbell
3, Maggard, Hudnall, J. Dorna 3,
Smith 2, Mullins 2, Shoupe 2,
Baldwin, Ford, Fulkner 2.
Officials: Tye (Georgia), Carter
(Morehead).

Totals
16 6 10^,38
Score at half: Western 30, Eastern 20.
Free throws missed: Spears, Sydor, Gibson 4, Ritter, Hudnall, C.
Dorna, Campbell 3, Risen 6, J.
Dorna 2.
Officials—Duncan and Clark
(Nashville).

Totals'
Union
Smith, f ...,..:...
Mullins, t
Shoupe, c
Baldwin, g
Ford, g
Swim, g
Fulkner, g

SPORTS . . ... LOOSE ENDS
What happens to the Maroons
in the last ten minutes of a basketball game with Western? In
the last two games with the Hilltoppers, Eastern has outplayed
them, both on offense and defense
and on getting the rebounds for
the first ten minutes of each half
—but—it's the same old story...
Ed Diddle and his Hilltoppers
have won 10 out of the last 11
K.I.A.C. meets . . . Western this
year has beaten Murray and Eastern. They trounced Eastern twice
by scores of 61-47 and 62-38 with
an average of 07 points a game to
their opponents 37 . . . Only two
unbeaten teams remain in the K.
1. A. C. . . Western and Union
. . . Eastern will have a tough
time Saturday night when they
journey to B'ville to meet Union,
the team that lacked six points
beating the University of Tennessee . . . Tied for the third position
are Berea and Wesleyan, each
with four wins and two losses. ..
In fourth place are the Eastern
Maroons with four wins against
three defeats.
Rambling: Is Eastern going to
have a baseball team this year?
Since most colleges and universities are dropping baseball for the
duration, Eastern will probably
put their uniforms in moth balls
too, and forget about the "King
of Sports"; for awhile anyway.
Transportation is not the only
problem. . . Most of the -players
on last year's roster are in some
sort of reserve and they may be
in some service before spring rolls
around ... In" the last game with
Western a couple of freshman Maroons really turned oh . . . Risen
got 10 and Ritter collected 10.
Not bad for a couple of freshmen. Against Western, anyway
. . . Now that the second Intramural tournament is underway,
who do you pick? It looks like
the Poker House to me ... originally the Riff Raff. These boys
of Memorial Hall have a smooth
working team combined with
speed and height . . . What happened to the Outcasts in their
first game? The score was around
forty-to-somethlng In favor of the
other team . . . The Caissons,
winners of the first tournament,
got off to a good start by trouncing the Globe Trotters 20 to 10
. . . We still would like to have
a handball tournament . . . See
what vou can do about It Tommle.

first part of the season. The game
was closely contested throughout
with the Maroons missing many
shots while Berea accounted for
a good percentage of their tosses.
The score at half time was 23-19
with the Mountaineers on top.
The remainder of the game saw
Eastern come within one point of
Berea many times, but the Maroons coud never seem to forge
ahead. Hudnall with 14 points was
Eastern's big gun while Baker
and Blevins with 11 points each

The Maroons fresh from a win
over the Georgetown Tigers Journied to Berea on Saturday, January
16 only to come out on the short
end of a hard-fought contest by
a score of 46-43.
Eastern at no time during the
game showed the power that
characterized them during the

"MOUNTAIN
RHYTHM"

<Sc h I fl <"'i
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were standouts
quintet

for

the

Berea

MOREHEAD EAST
After dropping the game to Berea, Eastern met the strong
Morehead Eagles in another renewal of this great rivalry. This
game, staged at the Weaver
Health building, proved very successful for the big Maroons, who
finished the contest with a lopsided 04-29 victory.
After gaining a healthy lead in
the first few minutes of play our
boys seemed to have the opposition well under control. Morehead at no time during the first
half even-came within close range
of the Eastern score. At the end
of the half the score was 28-11 in
favor of the Maroons, a much bigger score than the fans had expected.
During the second half the
teams played on more equal terms
with Eastern adding 26 points to
the Eagles 17. Morehead at no
time seemed to threaten the Maroon lead. Eastern's attack was
led by Copper John Campbell and
Goebell Ritter with 13 points each,
followed closely by Charles Dorna with 10. Morehead's, leading
point-maker was Duncanwith 9.

ffUlrffUCS,
CAM H\lV(i*\.fi
IMOKE.1

HAMY CEH4uR.lL*
IMPEJL1M. C*\HK
DECLARED -<*.K<
-«l$ 6MAX.1.
CIRCULAR. S-loME
WAt-fitt-CUrf**,
of-CUE UMWtlU&E.

•A.
K-iKABURRA
AMP A.
KAKgAROO
$R£ COVMOH:

•tbsrrttsR

WflliTwAS-tfj.
f l**f SUBMARINE.
IMVtttftO?
ONE WHS MAM km EM
LEOMAJLDO DA VIMCI

TOPPERS STIIX TOPS
On Saturday, January 23 the
Maroons- Journeyed to Bowling
Green to try and even the score
with .the Western Hilltoppers but
finished on the small end of a 6238 score.
*■—*
The game was much closer than
the score Indicates as Eastern
hounded the Dlddlemen at every
turn. Eastern looked unusually
good in the first ten minutes of
the second half, when It outplayed
the 'Toppers on both defense and
getting the rebounds. Eastern's
inability to connect with many of
their shots contributed to the wide
margin in the score.
Sydnor and Gibson with 16
points led the Western attack
while Goebell Ritter of the Maroons tallied 10 also.

District Net
Tournament to
be at Eastern

COMPLIMENTS

OLDHAM, ROBERTS POWELL
& DUNCAN
Phone 413

VISIT MARCUM'S NEWLY EQUIPPED
BILLIARD HALL
. CLEAN RECREATION, HOT LUNCH, COLD DRINKS,
CIGARS, CANDY, CIGARETTES, TOBACCO.
Your Patronage Will Be Greatly Appreciated
Main Streeet
Phone 807

RIVERS SHOE SHOP
Expert Shoe Repairing

The district basketball tournament for the 88th district, which
is composed of Madison county
only, will be held at the Eastern
Teachers College gymnasium on
the first weekend in March, an
announcement from Ted Sandford,
secretary of the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association, said
Monday.
Sites of regional tournaments
will not be chosen until during the
district tournaments. Sites of the
four semi-final tournaments and
district tournaments.

South Second St.
S.-1 • i*—-'.

Richmond, Ky.
■■

BEGLEY DRUG COMPANY
Walgreen Agency
Fountain — Luncheonette
Phone 666

Richmond, Ky.

Glyndon Tailor Shop
Alterations and Repairs of
All Kinds
Dry Cleaning and Pressing
J. T. BALLEW
Phone 628
Hotel BIdg.
Entrance 3rd St
VISIT
/

Boggs Barber and
For

Good Permanent*
Hair Cuts.

"Say It With Flowers"
WE STOCK A COMPLETE LINE OF
CUT FLOWERS IN SEASON

Beauty Shop
and

Richmond Greenhouses
Phone 188

TTIaDison

Proof of the

WEDS. & THURS., FEB. 8-4

PUDDIN'!

"Dr Gillespies New
Assistant"

By RJ. SCOTT

SCOTTS SCRAP BOOK

The Beauty of Our Business is Flowers

YOUR
APPLICATION
PHOTOGRAPHS

and

'The Great Gildersleeve'
FBI. A SAT., FEB. 616
"He Dood It Again!"

RED SEELT0N
in "WHISTLING DIXIE"
Also!

are important—may mean a job.

SUN.,

MON., * TUBS,
FEB. 71819
As Startling As Today's
Headlines!
SEE HISTORY MADE IN

Yes, proof of the pudding
is in the eating! . . . and
when you try on this grand,
cotton-soft unlined leather
shoe, it'll be proof enough
that you have found your
shoe for busy daytime
hours!
The perky walled toe and
friendly low heel are real
comfort features you'll enjoy.
In turf tan leather
ONLY

WEDS. £ THURS., FEB. 10-11
WEAVER BROS.
AND ELVIRY

Also!
Story of Norwegian
Underground

'THE AVENGERS"

2.79
ELDER'S
FEDERATED
STORE

Have McGAUGHEY make them for you.
Four proofs for your selection.

WHEN YOU THINK OF
JEWELRY
Think of the

